CONTENTS:

→ 2 $N_2$ Cartridges
→ 1 Pre-Filled LIVE-SD™ Barrel Cartridge (contains 1 LIVE-SD™ projectile)
→ 1 Pre-Filled LIVE-SD™ or INERT Barrel Cartridge (contains 1 LIVE-SD™ or 1 INERT projectile)

TOOLS NEEDED:

→ Clean Rag
→ 3/16" Hex Key (optional)
→ Monkey Wrench or Large Pliers (optional)
N₂ REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO RELOAD IF YOUR COMPACT HAS NOT BEEN PREVIOUSLY DISCHARGED. DOING SO COULD CAUSE AN UNPLANNED DISCHARGE.

1 Make sure Compact™ has been Discharged. To check if the unit has been discharged, see that the trigger is permanently depressed, causing the safety to no longer work. This means the unit is ready to be reloaded.
2. Remove end cap by twisting counterclockwise. An 3/16" hex key can be used as well if the cap is on tight. As a Last resort, use a wrench.

3. Press the Trigger while pointing the open ended side of the grip (opposite of barrel cartridge) down. The $N_2$ cartridge will fall out.
4. Place Safety in **SAFE** mode and insert new $N_2$ Cartridge. Tighten end cap by turn clockwise.
PRE-FILLED BARREL CARTRIDGE REPLACEMENT

5. With Safety still on, remove the spent barrel, turning it counterclockwise.

6. Use clean rag to wipe threads of air cavity.
7 Install new barrel, turning clockwise.

8 Ready to Shoot! Never point at your face or eyes. Never look down the barrel.
WARNING:
FOR SELF-DEFENSE ONLY. The use of PepperBall® projectiles is for self-defense only. The contents are dangerous — use with care.
• PepperBall® LIVE X™ The active ingredient in Pepperball LIVE X™ projectiles is PAVA, a pepper powder which is approximately 5.0% (LIVE)
• PepperBall® LIVE SD™ The active ingredient in PepperBall® LIVE SD™ projectiles (Red / Red Shell) is PAVA a pepper powder which is approximately 2.0% (LIVE)

Keep all PepperBall® projectiles and launchers out of the reach of children. There are some state or local limitations on purchase, possession, and use of PepperBall® projectiles. Purchase and use of PepperBall® projectiles is limited to individuals who are at least 18 years old. Single use launcher. Dispose of properly following use.

READ ENTIRE WARNING INCLUDED IN THIS PACKAGE PRIOR TO USE

WARNING: This product may contain one or more chemicals that are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Wash hands after handling.

WARNING:
N2 Gas Contents Under Pressure.
WARNING! Do not puncture or incinerate container.
WARNING! Do not heat or store at temperature above 120° F.
WARNING! Do not expose cylinder to corrosive materials.
WARNING! Keep out of the reach of children.
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